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Motivation
● Climate change creates harsher forest fire seasons 

causing the private insurance market to struggle
● Insurer initiated non-renewals and FAIR plan 

exposure are increasing
● Moratorium policy is unique, outcomes unknown 
● FAIR plan costly for the government to oversee; 

consumers on it pay much higher premiums
○ this oversubscription needs to be addressed 

Background
Moratorium 
Non-renewals historically 
increase after fires 

Starting in 2019: treated 
emergency zone ZIP codes 
can't have insurance 
revoked for one year 
(I focus only on ZIP codes 
with the policy in 2019)

●  ~1M homes (2019)
● Consumer enforced   

FAIR Plan 
State insurer of last resort. 
Funded by private firms, 
overseen by the government. 

 2.1% of market (2019), 2.7% 
(2020), 3.0% (2021), 
increases still a serious 
problem in 2023

Definition: Exposure ~ 
number of FAIR plans in a ZIP 

Data Sources
Unit of observation: ZIP 
codes. Data has 95% 
coverage until cleaning 
gives 80% coverage.

Cal Dept of Insurance: 
Moratorium ZIP codes, 
non-renewals (ZIP),  FAIR 
plan exposure (ZIP) 
Risk Factor: Wildfire risk 
level (ZIP)
ACS: Structures in ZIP (for 
rates), appendix controls 
IMPUS GIS: Mapping data

Summary Statistics

Research Questions
1. Did the policy cause non-renewal rate suppression?
2. Was there an increase in firm non-renewals after the 

policy terminated? 
3. Were there spillover effects to the FAIR plan?
4. Did we see stronger suppression effects in non-

renewals or exposure for higher risk treated ZIP codes? 

Methodological Overview
Treated: ZIP code had Moratorium policy in 2019 
Control: ZIP codes that never had a Moratorium policy
Post: After the policy,  ≥ 2019 

Difference in Differences (DD):
Key interaction: overall policy effect where null implies 
policy full compliance

Difference in Difference in Differences (DDD): 
Key interaction: negative implies increased suppression 
effects in extreme risk areas

DD Results
● Significant interaction term shows an increase in non-

renewals and FAIR plan exposure even with the policy
● Suppression did occur though (see final panel)
● Notation: Vector X below collapses other DD terms

Understanding Risk Categories

Key Findings
1. Moratorium policy in 2019 had non-perfect 

compliance, but we still see a suppression of 
non-renewals during policy year

 
2. Higher risk areas saw significant suppression 

of non-renewals relative to treated lower risk 
areas and the higher risk control group; more 
risk more policy gain

 
3. Higher risk areas saw a significant reduction 

in FAIR plan adoption which sustained after 
the policy ended

DDD Results
● Significant triple interaction shows suppression of 

rates in extreme risk ZIPs (compare to Treated x Post)
● Increase in non-renewals after the policy seen, 

however coefficient is still negative and significant 
● Significant reduction in FAIR plan exposure, which 

continues growing after the policy concludes 
(compare triple interaction to Post x Extreme)

● Notation: Vector X below collapses other DDD terms

DDD Placebo
● No significance seen in key interaction when policy 

falsely assumed to occur in 2017

Event Study
Using the equation below, we see common trends hold
under all categories with 2018 set as the reference year

All risk levels event study
 
● Non-renewals have no trends before the policy, then 

distinct changes after
● Oscillating nature of post policy for non-renewals  

indicated the need for panels 
● FAIR plan rates pre-trends hold weakly

Extreme category event study

● Non-renewal and FAIR plan rates have very consistent 
common trends before the policy shock 

● Very different trends than the All categories pictured 
above, indicating need for partitioned DDD

● Evidence of significant suppression of the non-
renewals during the policy year

● Evidence of continued reduction in FAIR plan exposure 
of treated ZIP codes past policy expiration

Additional Robustness
● Multi-category DDD to see moderate risk category is 

driving the increases we see in the original DD
● Income and non-mortgage ownership county controls 

on DD/DDD (no change in key interaction terms)
● DD Placebo 

Conclusions
● Holding periods proved an effective policy, achieving 

suppression goals; helped vulnerable ZIPs most
● Results for extreme risk fire areas show importance of 

looking at heterogeneity in policy effects 
● FAIR plan exposure reduction was an unintended 

positive for consumers and the government
● More economic research needed to help California 

policymakers with rising FAIR plan subscription rates 
to ensure a sustainable private insurance market


